Encounter Notification Service (ENS) for Hospitals Overview

What is Encounter Notification Service for Hospitals?
Encounter Notification Service (ENS) for Hospitals is a service provided by
HealthShare Exchange that alerts HSX-member hospitals about their discharged
patients who are subsequently admitted within a defined timeframe (e.g., 30 days,
45 days) to HSX-member emergency departments, hospitals, and skilled nursing
facilities. Notifications are delivered real time on a per-patient basis or as a
summary list.
Subscribing participants can choose:
o How often they receive notifications (e.g., real-time, daily, twice a day).
o How to receive notifications (e.g., direct secure message, SFTP).

Why should hospitals subscribe to ENS?
When hospitals and health systems are at risk for managing the care of patients, it is
advantageous for them to quickly know when one of their recently discharged
patients presents for a potential re-admission. When medical service areas and
their health systems have this type of notification service in place, they can
experience improvements in care coordination.

How can hospitals and health systems participate with ENS?
To engage this service, a hospital or health system must:
• Provide an admit, discharge, transfer (ADT) feed to HSX. These feeds allow HSX
to automatically subscribe discharged patients from the inpatient setting to a
roster for a period of time for the participating hospital.
• Determine what period of time the hospital wants to track patients postdischarge.
• Determine who should receive notifications about auto-subscribed patients.
• Complete the HSX ENS Onboarding Form.
• Complete the HSX Webmail Access Request Form, if needed.

How does HSX match the patient a participating hospital submits with the
information it received from its other member hospitals?
HSX combines patient demographic information received from its data providers
into a Master Patient Index (MPI) and uses a tested, weighted algorithm to match
patients. HSX monitors the MPI and conducts quality assurance to verify the
accuracy of the patient data it maintains. As more information is provided to HSX
from more data sources, HSX continuously improves its matching algorithm.
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What do I do if I receive a notification about a patient in error?
Please notify the HSX Privacy and Security Officers immediately by calling
1-855-479-7372 or sending an email to concerns@hsxsepa.org.
Please do not include any patient health information (PHI) in the email.

What does the summary list of notifications look like?
See template below.

Example of Encounter Notification Summary:

To join the HSX membership, email:
info@healthshareexchange.org
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